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Introduction
Sexy fitness sluts down at the gym getting you all excited as they work-out in their tight leotards and
sports-bras? When you get back from pumping iron, why not download a few top quality workout
whores from this sexy new porn site and see what it's like when they are given The Real Workout by
rock hard stuntcocks!

Adult Review
You gotta respect whores who respect their own bodies enough to keep them properly fit and toned.  They might never have
anything worthwhile to say, but at least they stay in shape and look great when you start fucking them! The Real Workout
captures the horny escapades of sluts training at the gym before they figure out that working out with a partner can have some
sexy side benefits as well.
  
  There are 21 exclusive episodes currently online at this up and cumming porn site, and new training sessions are being
added weekly.  Just like all good fitness regimens, variety is very important.   Most of the first few updates were set in a
typical gym with cardio machines used in imaginative ways to get these slut's hearts and pussies pumping. But lately The
Real Workout has branched out and moved the sex sessions outside to tennis and volleyball courts.  
  
  The bubbly Penny Flame puts on a very fiery performance and looks sizzling hot in a sexy red tennis dress.  Her serve isn't
working that well and it appears hopeless, so her instructor decides it's time to work on more than just her backhand.  Before
he breaks her next serve he takes her inside and pretty soon it was game, set, and match all over her sexy snatch!
  
  There are a huge amount of options for viewing the content at The Real Workout, which really is a good thing.  Videos are
available as full length 30 minute clips in WMV, MOV, and MPG formats.  You can also stream or download the videos in 1
minute clips, thirds, or even a 10 minute "best of" that you shouldn't expect to see on the evening sports roundup, unless
maybe you live in Europe.  All of this content is added throughout the week, so every day you'll have something sexy to look
forward to.
  
  There are tons of pictures as well.  Most of the sets have over 300 high res photos that are presented in 1048 x 700
resolution.  You can set up a slide show if you're in cool down mode and moving slow, or download them all at once in a zip
archive.  In addition to the separate pic section, several hundred screen captures are also available.
  
  Your monthly membership to The Real Workout also comes with bonus access to several other exclusive websites, all of
which are listed on the right side of this review. All of this bonus content helps to make your porn-viewing cross-training a
cinch!

Porn Summary
You don't have to feel bad about staring at the tits of the hot slut running on the treadmill across the gym, because by doing so
it helps let her know that her hard work is paying off! The Real Workout is what happens after she hits the showers and heads
back home to your place!
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